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Abstract. Eorintegerad

oi, 1(

ri

1 and

m>O let G7

!mt,atde;, l.l-i!m',be

respectively. Le!,

D7,*

be agraph oforder z, andforeach

arbitrary collectiors

be the property that for each

oIn' !n

vertices and edges

n

lhe graph Ga

- {el,e2,...'ed}

olGo

m' 5 m the graph Ga - {t1,t2,,..,t4}

has a path of length at most d between each pair of vertices, and let

that for each m' 3

nt 1;mlet'

D!,-

be the property

has a path of length at most d between

each pair of vertices. The problem of determining the minimum number of edgee in a graph

with propefiy

Ds,-

extremal graphs

or the corresponding edge property

will

D!,-

r,c coneidered. For some specific d and

u

ro well

u

the structure of such

precise results

will be obtained

and bounds will be given in other cueg.

1. INTRODUCTION
Consider a graph G2 which represents a computer network with the vertices corresponding to processors and the edges corresPonding to communication links. Thus processor failures

or link failures in the network correspond to vertex and edge deletions in

the graph Gr. We want to insure that even after some vertex deletions or edge deletions
(processor failures or

link failures) that there is a path of reasonabie length between

each

pairofvertices. Furthermore,wewantGatobeof minimalsize(numberof edges).

We

formalize these concepts with the following definitions.

Deffnitiore L. Let il ) 1 and m) O be integersrGn be a graph of otder n, and for

rnt!rn,

let

{o;l1< r < m'l;

ard edges of
Gn

G

v

and

{"; I1< i <*'\

be arbittary collectionsof m' vertices

respectively. Let D 4,* be the property that for each m'

- {u1,rt2,...rom,}

has

each

l m the

graph

a path of length at most d between each pair of vertices, and let
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G1- {"b"2,...,em,)

D'0,^ be the corr*ponding edge property that the graph

has a path

of length at most d between each pair of vertices.
Both property D4,*and. D',,*imply that the diameter of the graph Ga-{o1 ,o2,...,o*-}
and the graph G,

respectively is at most il, lf. n <

- {e1,e2,...,a*L}

mf

1, the only graph

G, that satisfies D6,^is the complpte graph Kp, and this is a consequence of the fact
that

less

than m vertices can be deleted in determining if a graph satisfies D4,*. No graph,

except K1 satisfies D'd,*if. tL 1

m*1,

which is also a consequence of the fact that less than

rn edges can be deleted iu determining property D'0,^. lf we deal only with graphs with at

m*2

leasl

vertices and m edges, then Deflnition 1 would be equivalent to a corresponding

definition that required the deletion of precisely rn vertices or m edges. We will use this
alternate definition when

Definitioa 2.
edges

it

is equivalent to Deffnition 1, since

For any graphical property

in a graph of order n that

edges that have property

has

P, let edo(P) denote the minimum number of

propetty P. The

P will be denoted

it will be more convenient.

by

class

of gaphs of order n with estL(p)

EXIL"(P).

Our objective is to study the extremal numbere pgLo(Da,*)
the extremal classw EX?o(Da,) afi Uff"(Dh,*).For

will give exact values for eoto(Dg,^)

EXf n(Dd,n)
,

ar.d

EXTo(D',,^).lo

Related to the properties

erties

P4,-

and

Pj,*,

and,

alr,d,

exto(D,4,*), ard

some values of d and m we

eatn(D'o,n), and determine the extremal classes

other cases only bouuds will be given.

D4,* afi. D'0,*

are the stronger Menger

Path Systemprop-

which have been studied in [3], [4], [5], and [O]. A graph Ga satisfies

property P6,- (respectively

Pj,*) if there are m vertex (respectively

edge) disjoint paths

of length at most d between each pair of vertices in the graph G7. Clearly property

implies D7,^ and

Fo,**r,

and property

Pi,*+t

Pd,*+t

implies Dtg,^, a,,d therefore there are the

following inequalities:

e&"(Da,^) ! cdn(Pa,*a)
e&o(DL,*) < erto(F6,*a)
Results on extremal properties for Menger paths systems can be found
used

in this paper.
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in

[?] and will be

The notation will generally follow [1]. Some special notation is similar to that used in
[2], but we

will define any special notatioa

as needed.

2.d>4
Any graph Gn that satisfies the property D4,^ (or
connected ((m
m

f

1. Thus,

+ l)-edge

it

Dt,)

is clear that in general

*

l) 12.

For small n there are graphs that are regular of degree m

m*

graphs

1 are

with both of these properties. In the

m*

ard Dto,*. Also, wheu m is even, the graph
regular of degree m

*I

case

d,m

1 (or almost regular

if

n

when m is odd and n < 2m*2, the power

1 and can easily be shown

CT|I *itfrthe

to satisfy both D4,^

longest chords added is almost

and can also be shon'n to satisfy both

second family consider the cartesiaa product

:

*

both odd) that satisfy both D4,^ and D'0,*. We now describe two families of

of a cycle Cbtu+l)lz is regular of degree

n

* 1)-

connected), and eo each vertex of G7 must be of degree at least

est*(D4,^), efutu(D'd,^) > n(m

and

must be (m

IId,*= KaxC4,

that contains d disjoint copies of the complete gtaph

K*

D4,*

arld.

Dt6,*. For the

which is a graph of order
and a complete matching

between the vertices of the pairs of complete graphs that represent adjacent vertices on

the cycle C4.

It

is easy to verily that I/4,* satisfles both Dg,^ and Dto,*. The graph

= Kp x C6 can be modiffed by replacing two of the adjacent complete graphs with
an appropriate power of a cycle to give a graph satisfying D6,* and. Dto,* when n ( dm

Hd,,*

but is not divisible by rn. These facts are summarized in the the following result.

TIIEOREM l.

For

il> 4 alnd m1_t < n I
eatn{D a,*)

lVe now consider graphs

:

esto(D|,*)

G, that

and m fixed, and n sufficiently large

d,m,

:

I

n(m +

L)

/ 21.

satisfy properties D4,^ and D'0,^ lor n large. tr'or d

it

is clearly not possible for an

43

(m*

l)-regular graph

D4,*

of order n to satisfy

aad D6,*, sirce the diameter of the graph would depend upon

z, and thus would not be bounded. ln fact, the number of vertices within a distance d of
in a graph of maximal degree m *

a fixed vertex

1

Therefore,

if n > (m*

* (m*

1)(1

+ m +... +

1 is

at most

*d-t) < (m+ 1)d.

1)d, no graph of order n with majrimum degree m

f

L can satisfy

D4,*or do,*.
Next we will show that any graph of ininimal degree at least

m*

1 and dia,meter d rmrst

haveatleasta(m+l)12+ln/(zmd))edges. consideranygraphGrthathasdiameterd
and minimum degree m

n(m + 2)/2

:

n(m

*

1. If each vertex of

+ l)/2 + n/2

then there is a spanning tree

ft

edges.

of

If

G,

has degree m

*

2r,then

G,

has at least

there is a vertex of degree u of degree m

G, rooted at u that

has height

*

L,

at most d. prune this

tree, starting with the vertices at the greatest distance from u, by deleting edges from those
vertices of degree exceeding m

?' will have at most
degree greater than

(m

m*

+

*

1 until their degree is precisely rn

*

1. This pruned tree

L)d vertices, and also when an edge is pruned from a vertex of

1, less than

md-l other edges will

be deleted as.a result of this

pruned edge. Therefore, for z suficiently large, at least

(o

- 1-

edges were deleted from vertices

n(m+ t)/2 +

(m

+ t)d)/md-, > n/^o

to reduce their degree to

m*

1. Ilence, G2 has

at least

nf (2md) ed,sea.

we will give examples that can be found in
[2], which will give an upper bound for

e@"(Da,)

and,

exto(Dto,*). In fact, for d : Zk + 2, &

) l,

w" will describe a graph G2

that satisfies D6,^and. D,a,^, *dhas,n(m+l)/Z*(n_m_l)/2kedges. For
convenience
we

will

assume

that n = (m+ l)(el+ 1) for

The cartesian product

some integer

Km+tx K1,2hw all of its

l. First,

vertices of degree rn+

verticeg associated with the center of the star, which have degree

to show that thig graph satisfes both D4,* aod D\,*. Let

,S2,1

vertices obtained from .(1,2 by subdividing each of the edges

44

/c

I,

m+r, kis

exc€.pt

1

1.

for

mf

L

straightforward

denote the graph

-

:

consider the case of k

with &l*

1

times. Thus, ^gt,* consists

of

lpathsoflength/cwithonecommonendvertex, Thegraph KlllxS2,ycanbeshownto

satisfy both D4,^ and. DtO,^for d

ofthe

each

copies

= 2kl2.In fact, a perfect

matching can be deleted from

ofthe complete graph I(m+1, except for the complete graph associated

with the center ofthe star and the last two complete graphs in each of the I paths, to obtain
a graph

Hn,2,*

trhah

still

gatisffeg

both D7,*

has all of its verticea of degree m

{

1 except

with the cetrter of the star) of degree m *

D';,^.It

ar.d.

can easily be checked that Ho,g,^

for m * 1 vertices (those vertices associated

4 and 2{m

+

l)

vertices (those vertices associated

with the next to last vertex on each of the paths) of degree m * 2. Minor modifications of
the graphsjust described can be made to obtain similar graphs to deal with the cases when
d is not even and a does Dot satisfy the divisibility conditions assumed above.
The following eummarizes the results just discussed, and sho$'s that for d
the correct order of magnitude for bolb exto(D6,*)

THEOREM 2,

n(m + t) /z

*

For

:

4 we have

ertn(D'd,*).

il > 4 and n sufrciefily larye

nf zmd

<

crtn(D d,m), e&o(da,^) < n(m .r r) /z + n/(zLd/zJ

3.
For d

*d

)

d:L ot

-

2

1 the extremal problem is trivial and not interesting. Any pair of vertices

(f)

ana

1, since the edge between any

pair

would have to be adjacent in any graph that satisfied D1,p, Eo edo(Dt,^):
EXT

z).

^(D1,1):

{.[[o}. No graph satisfiee Dtr,*lor m

}

of vertices could be deleted. A graph would have to be complete to satisfy D'1,6, and so

erto(D\,o)
We

: (i)

and EZIL

"(Dl,i = {K").

will first consider property D6,^. For

il:2

and,

gives the extremal numbers and the extremal graphs

TIIEOREM 3. For aty m>

0 and n >

e&"(Dz,*)

4m*

:

> 4m*

for D2,*.

2

: (m* 1)(n -

E-X!-n(D 2,*)

n

m

- 1), and

{K n+r,n- m-r).
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2 the following result

PROOF: It should first be noted that for n >
Km*t,n-m-t

4^+2

the cornplete bipartite graph

satisfies D2,p, since the deletion of any m vertices

will always

leave a complete

bipartite graph with vertices in each part. Any complete bipartite graph has diameter at
most 2.

It

remaing to show

(m*1)(n-rn-1)

edges

that any graph G, with z > 4m*2 that satisfies D2,6has at least
with equality if and only if Gn is isomorphic to Kaa1,n-,_1. If each

vertexof G, has degree at least 2mlZ,then G" has (m*l)n edges and this case is complete.
Thus, we can select a vertex u of G7 of minimum degree & with m

ofu and M

n-k-

2. Let

JY

be the neighborLood

M

must be adjacent to at least m + 1 vertices of N for G to satisfy D2,a, so there are

(m

+ 1)(n - k -

1) edges between

be the remaining

* I < k < 2m *

M and iY. Also,

1 vertices. Each vertex of

note that each vertex of

M

has degree

at least ft, so there are at least

k* (m*r)(z- e- r1a (k- m- tX,'edges

[-

t)

:r*"-Lr-t(,t+m+

-

r) =

in G1. It is sufficient to show that the function

/(e)

:

k

+

ff_Jfr

+m

is not negative. However,

/(,t) =

0 if and only if. k

edges when

k:m*

is isomorphic

*

t)

-

(m

*

L)(n

-

m

k

-

ryz

verifr that

:

2m

: m*

1, so the graph

1 and each vertex

G" will

ofMhasdegree

lo K611,a-a-r, This completes

efu"(Dz,*): (m*l)(n-

12,

2m

*

3, and 2m

2 might be valid for all n

-

|

(n

- 2m- ft -

1)

it is clear that /(fr) ) 0for m*L 1k 12m+1. In additicm,
have precisely (m

m*

*

m

-

the proof of Theorem 3.

1) and

+ 1)(n

- * - l)

1. This isthe casewhen G7

Using the counting techniques of the proof of Theorem 3,

n

1)

it

I

is straightforward to

EXIL^(D2,a): {K^+r,o-^-1} for

4. These results indicate that the conclusions of Theorem

> 2(m* 1). For small values of m this can be verified. Thus, we

make the follcm'ing conjecture.
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CONJECTUR,E. For

m> 0 and n> 2m*2

an1

edo(Dz,*): (m+
E XT o(D 2,ra)

Next we investigate @o(Dz,*) for n

r.r;*a2(D2,*) =

(^{')

ard, EXT2^rrz(Dz,*)

arrd

1)(a

-

rn

- 1), and

:

{K m+r,n- m-r}.

3

2(m + L).

EXT^a,2(Dz,*) =

At the

extremes we have trivially,

and

extz*a2(Dr,*): (m*l)z

{K*+z},

Both of these extremal graphs are regular of degree

- {K*+t,*+r}.

m*l,anditisalsopossible thateato(D2,*)=n(*+l)l2ror othervaluesof n asweII'
Consider the graph H

:

Km+r*t

-

(K1rU K6U ' ' 'U Kt,), which is the graph obtained

from the complete graph Kp1111 by deleting edges from vertex disjoint copies of complete
graphs of the indicated orders, clearly

Ir

is a complete multipartite graph, and any graph

fI111 obtained from I1 by deleting m vertices is also a complete multipartite graph. If, in

addition, Q

(

t for all i, then the complete multipartite graph II111 has at least 2 parts, and

hence has diameter at most 2. This notation can be used

to describe a family of extremal

graphs.
Suppose

n: m+ 1+t

1< t 3 m*

with

1, and

n: tq+r

with 0 < r <

f'

Then,

consider the graph

:

E

Km+r+t

-

(qK1u K1),

which eatisfies D2,* and has

tq(m+

1)

+ r(m +
2

edges. Thus, when

and

Il

is

it

r:

o (i.e.

t

1+, - r) _ n(m* 1) , 2 --'(t z

divides

m+1) the graph I/

")

is regular ofdegree m1L

1

EXT*11at(Dz,^). AIso, when r is small (or, in particular, when t is small)

compared to n, then the number of edges in

Ir

is approximately n(m +

l)

12,

which is the

minimum number possible.

It

can be verified for small values of m that the family of graphs described in Theorem 3

and in the discussion following

it

give the extremal numbers

47

for

egt

o(Dz,^). For m :

0, 1,2,

n: m*L*t with 1 < t 1 m*lt direction calculation ohows that the number of
edges ia the graph II (i.e. n(m+t)/Z+r(t-r)lZ) is the extremal number ecr*
+r+{Dz,m).
aud 3 and

Also, for m

:0,L,2,

and 3 the counting techniques used in the proof of rheorem B can be

uged

to ehow that c@6(D2,a): (rn

*

for n

} 2* + 2. Thue, the extremal

graphs of order n

1)(n

-

m

-

1) and .EX?o( Dz,*)

= {Kra+r,o_na_r}

that eatisfy D2,* for emall

valueE

of

m are the follorring:

m:4,
K1,7-1 forrz)>1,

m=L,
K1rK2,Kg,

and K2,n-2 for n

)

4,

m=2,
Ky

K2, K3, K4, Kg

m:3,
K11K2, K3, K4,K5, KS

For

d:2

-

-

2K2, and I(3,r.-3 for n

8K2, K7

)

6,

2K3, and Kt,o-+for n

-

)> 8.

ard n large the nature of the extremal graphs for Drz,*is similar to

fot D2,a but not identical. Since edge deletion leaves the incident vertices,

Dl,*

those

implies

more edges in the extremal graphs than, D2,*. For graphs of large order n the foUowing

result gives the extremal numbers aud the extremal graphs for Dt2,*, and is the result that
correoponds

to Theorem 3 for D2,*.

THEOB,EM

4, Foralym> 0aadn >3m*2
eat"(Dt,^):

(m + 1)(n

-

m

-

1)

+

(*;.';, *,

ExTn(DL,; = {K*+r* Ko-^-r).
PROOF:

The graph

Ko.+r*En-m-1

has

(m* L)(n-n-l)+m{m+ 1)/2

it

is straightforward to verify that

it

is sufficient to ehow that &ny graph G2 of order n

it

eatisfies

edges, and

D'r,*. To complete the proof of Theorem

48

> 3m*

4

2 that satisfier D,r,*bas at

(m*

least

1)(rz

-

m

-

L)

+ m(m

*

1)/2 edges, with equality only if

it

is isomorphic to

K** Kn*^.
If
m

-

each vertex of G1 has degree at least 2m

1)

+

m(mi

*

2, then Go has (m

*

1)n

>

(m

+

1)(n

-

1)/2 edges. Therefore, we can aslrume there is a vertex of degree less than

2m*2.
Select avertex u of G2 of minimumdegree
the neighborhood ofu and

M

be the remaining

Ewith m+ 1>

n-k-

&

<2m*

2. Let iY be

1 vertices. Each vertex

oflY must

be adjacent to at least m other vertices of-ff for there to be a path oflength at most

in lY after the

between u and each of the vertices

are at least kmf2 edg* in lY. Also, each vertex of

verticesof

tc

| (k)

*

*

(m

M must be adjacent to at least m *

1

r)(n

M

- k-

has degree at least &, so

t) +

that are at Ieast

+. @r3@i

in G". It ia sufficient to show that the function

: k+ry+$1tr+m+1)

ie not negative. However,

0 if and only if ft

:

m

edges precisely when

ff

deletion of m edges of G. Thus, there

ffforGtosatisfy D'r,*,sothereare(m+1)(z-ft-1) edgesbetweenMand

lY. Finally, note that each vertex of

edges

2

it

is clear

-

(m+1)

1,---ry - (-

l

t) :

TO-m-k

-t)

that /(/c) > 0 for m+l < h < zm*l,In addition, /(/c) =

* lt so the graph Gr will have precisely (m + t)(a - - - f ) + (*;F1)
Ic = m f- L, each vertex of M has degree m * 1, and each vertex of

is adjacent to all of the other vertices of lV. This is the case when Go is isomorphic to

Kn+t *En-n-1. This completes
Next we investigate

the proof of Theorem 4.

9rt"(D'2,; for a ( 2(m*

I

1). If Ga is a graph that satisfres Dr2,_,

then note that any two adjacent vertices in Ga must have m corunon adjacencies, and
any pair of nonadjacent vertices muet have m

t

1 common adjacencies;

for otherwise, the

deletiou of m edges would leave no path of length at most 2 between the vertices. I-n fact,

49

the converse is also true, and so if these neighborhood intersection conditions are satisfied

for each pair of vertices of a graph, then the graph will satisfy
minimal degree at least

(n*

D!,-. Any graph Ga of

m)/2, satisfies the neighborhood intersection conditions, and

therefore satisfies D'2,-.

K^a1*7o-*-1

Wenowhavetwofamiliesof graphsthatsatisfy D'2,*,na:nrrel!:
has

/(n) - (^*l)(zn- m- 2)/2

which

edges, and all nearly regular (all vertices have the same

degree except when the degree of regularity aud the order of the graph are odd and then

one vertex has degree otre larger) graphs of degree
edges. This implies

f&{al

which have c@)

= ffrf*11

that

q't"(D\*) ! min {/(n),s(n)}.
Note that l(m+2) - s(m+2): (^{') ar.d. l(Zm*2): s(2m+2) :

(m+1x3m+2).

h

the case when both n and m are even,

l@)

- cb) ='r(" - (m + 2))(zm +2 - n) > o

form*2 1n12m*2, Thesameinequalityisvalidfortheotherparitiesof nandmwith
a few exceptions. Therefore the nearly regular graphs generally give a smaller lorrer bound

for estr(D2,*) in this interval. However, the bound given by g(n) is not sharp over this
entire interval. This problem is discussed
graphs

in

[2], since

DL,*: Pr,^+t, and in that paper

that come from finite geometries are shown to give better upper bounds for P2,a11.

For small values of m the extremal numbers edo(Dtr,^) and the extremal graphs
EXTn(D'z,n) can be determined. It ig straightforward to verify that

ert*+z(DL,^):
eil^+e(DL,^):

(-;') *u Exrm+z(D\^)=

{K^+z},

(- J') - , "oa ExTn+z(Dtz,r^) : {K*+z- r(2}, and

s&*+{DL;: (*;)

- L=#j , and EX\^1+@L)

where

M is a maximal matching it Ksa4 and m ) 4. Extremal

satisfy

D!,-

for small values of m are the following:

m:o,
ff1,o-1

forn)1,
50

= {Ka1a- M},
graphs of order rr that

m:t,
-f Kn-zfor

Kz

n

)

3,

fll = 2t

Kq,Ks- Kz,Ka- 3K2, and Ks* Ko-gforz )

6,

ttt:3t

Ks, Ka

-

Kz, Kt

-

}Ks, Ks

-

Ca

-

*En-q

2K2,P19, and ff4

for n

)

7,

where P16 is the Petersen graph.

4. d:3
For n

)

m

{

2, t'he graph Km+l,u-m-t satisfies Dz,*,

(- + l)(n is not sharp lor d:3 and n large as it was for d:2.
Therefore, we have the inequality ed"(De,^)

Observe

<

* it certainly satisfies Ds,p.
m

-

1). However, this bound

that if any graph Gr satisfies D3,6, then the graph C2.11 obtained from G2

by duplicating a vertex (replacing oae vertex with a pair of independent vertices, each with

the same neighborhood as the original vertex) also satisfies D3,-. Therefore, since C5 is

rn EXTstDo,r), a graph G" with 2lt

-

5 edges that satisfies D3,1 can be generated by

duplicating vertices of the C6. Likewise, the graph Cj, whicL is a cycle Cs with two long
chords added between the first and fifth and the third and seventh vertices, satisfies Ds,1.

Duplicating the vertices of degree 2 in this graph will generate a graph Go with 2r
vertices that eatisfies D3,1. Both of these families of graphs have less than the 2n

-

6

- 4 edges

in the family of complete bipartite graphs Kz,o-z.In the eame fashion the graph C{*, which
is a cg

with all the long chords added, satisfies D3,2, and can have its vertices duplicated to

obtain a graph G7 with 3n - 12 edges that satisfies D3,2. This is less that the Bn 9 edges
-

in I(3,o-3. In general, it is not difficult to find graphs for any m that satisfy D3,* and have
less

than (m +

1)

(n

-

m

-

L) edges. However, we have no examples that are significantly

less. Later, a lower bound for c@o(Ds,*) will be given in Theorem 5.
For a

= I * 2t, the

graph

711

* tK2 (ofriendship'

and so in this case exto(ds,r) < 3(n

-

graph) can be shown to satisfy D!,1,

1)/2 edges. For even
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r

a vertex of degree 2 can be

duplicated to get a graph that satisfies D!,1, so for arbitrary n we have

ext-(D|,1

.

s("- t)'l

f

.

-r.."rar-l2l
Later in this section Theorem 5, which will verifr that 3(n

-

l)12 is the correct order of

magnitude for gg!r(dr,r), will be proved. The frieadship graph can be generalized to give
a lower bound example for arbitra,ry m. For n

Kl(n+t)12)*tKln+r)lzl

=

can be shown to satisfy

f(m

*

t) 12)

+ tl(m + 1)/21 , the graph

D'r,*. To obtain examples for arbitrary

n, this example can be modified by duplicating yertices of degree

mt

1. Therefore, we have

n> m*2:

the following inequality tot

est^(ds,*)

='-#".

This iB less than the corresponding extremal number (m

+ 1)(n - m - 1) for Dl,- that

results from a complete bipartite graph.
We now consider lower bounds for both

erto(Ds,*) ard erl^(ds,*). The

following

result gives such a bound.

THEOREM 5.

.For

rn)O, n > m*3,

and any givene

> 0, tiere isaconstantC

such

that

edo(Dr,^1, exto(D!s,*)
PR.OOF

:

Dg,6 or

D[,-. Appropriate

The proof will be by induction on:the order n of a graph G, satisfyiug either
choice of

vertex of Gn has degree at least m
G6 has as maay ae m

Gn-t:

Gn

therefore if

-

*

*

p also satisfies D3,76 or

Gn-r

C gives the result for small valueg of
2, then the result follows trivially.

D!,-.

Also, if each

If a vertex u of

Each vertex of Gp has degree at least m

satisfies the required inequality..so

*

1 is

*

1;

will Gz. In addition, if the number of

at most 2(en + C), then a count of degrees implies that

satisfies the required inequality, Hence, we,can assume

vertices of degree

rz.

1 duplicatee, then it. is straightforward to show that the graph

verticeg of G6 of degree m

G,

e)n c.
" e+2 - -

m* l, and there there are no more than

of Gr.
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d, has at least Z(et*C)
mf l duplicates of any vertex

that

Select the smallest integer

'
'

t

such

that t >

m2

f (2€) , and euch that there is a collection

X

of independent vertices of degree m + 1 in Go and such that the set

of

G'

adjaeent

to vertices in X has J vertices. The exigtence of

follows from the number of verticee of degree m

{

of vertices

such sets of vertices

1, and the restriction on the number of

duplicates in Gz. Consider a vertax y of Y. There is a vertex o of

IV(o)

I'

X with neighborhood

= {y = yt,gz,... ,gm*r}. If either {gz,gs,,. ' ,9m+r} or {ay2,ags,... ,cy611}

deleted from Gn, then each of the remainin6 vertices muet be

any path to s contains g. Let

Zg be the

within

are

a distance 2 of y, since

vertices that are a distance 1 from g, and, Z2o

the vertices that are a distance 2 from y in this deleted graph. Also, there is a distance
subtree rooted at g ofthis deleted greph in whidr all ofthe verticee of Z2nbave degree 1.
Two cases will be considered.

First consider the

(l-ze/m)n- m-

L

case when there

is some y in Y such that there are as many

verticry in Z2r. Since the distance tree has at least

and since each vertex in Z2y hzs degree at least m

tL

edges

-

rn

-l

* m(l -

f

t- m-

as

1 edges,

1, there are at least

r*); - m(m + \ > (v+2 - )n - c

in Go.

If the previous
degree at

case does

not occur, tlien lZlyl 2 (ze/m)n, and so each vertex in Y has

leqf (2e/m)n A count

on the sum ofdegrees ia G7 gives that G2 has at least

(n-t)(m+t)+t# >y+2
2
- 2 n-c
edges. This completes the proof of Theorem

5.

I

In the case of property D[,r, the lower bound given in Theorem 5 is the same order
of magnitude as the number of

edges

in the "friendship' graphs that satidy D!,r. Thus,
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reasonably sharp bounds exists for this case. However, this is not true for the remaining
cases

it

(m > 2). Thus,.there are many interesting problems remaining in the

d:

is not clear what should be the conjectured values for ett^(D3,6) and for

3 case, and

@"(DL,*).
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